Accelerate your BI-Driven
Business Outcomes with

SISENSE SERVICES
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INTRODUCTION
Drive long-term business value and growth with
award-winning customer success and support.
Whether you’re new to data and analytics or a global enterprise looking to get the most from your
BI deployments, Sisense Services enables organizations to achieve ROI rapidly, drive greater
company-wide adoption of analytics, and optimize their business intelligence implementation on
an ongoing basis. Leverage industry-leading expertise and choose from a wide range of services
that deliver analytics that fit your needs. Empower your stakeholders to own and accelerate your
BI implementation and deliver consistent, valuable results across your entire organization.

A True Partnership for Your Success
Sisense is committed to ensuring your success, and has the highest Customer Success ratings in
the industry to prove it. In addition to our included award winning customer success experts,
choose tailored and on-site support for at every step of your BI journey—from onboarding and
implementation to continued growth. Maximize your analytics investment and value with
experienced industry experts to build a strong culture of business intelligence, remove barriers to
adoption, and enable everyone—including data engineers, developers, business analysts and
end-customers—to utilize the full power of your analytics deployment and do more for your
bottom line.
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LONG-TERM ENGAGEMENTS
Enterprise Elite Service
Your designated Enterprise Elite Services Team helps you take a holistic approach to your BI
Offering

Ideal For

At A Glance

Enterprise

New &

Designated Technical

Yearly/Multi-Year

Elite Service

existing
customers

Support Consultant (TSC)
Designated BI
Consultant (BIC)
Enhanced Support: 24/7

Engagement
Includes three two-day
on-site workshops
(Including Onboarding)

critical response, 2x
technical incident
response
Tailored consulting
service

Weekly remote sessions
with BIC & TSC

Elite Lite
Service

New &
existing
customers

3-month uickstart—OBP,
weekly remote
consulting sessions
Designated BI
Consultant
Biweekly tailored
consulting service after
the first 3 months
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Duration/Commitment

journey, so you can go further, faster. This engagement is designed for Enterprise organizations
with technical teams managing complex BI deployments.
Enterprise Elite Service is best suited for customers seeking to build a committed, on-going
partnership for success with a high level of proactive internal team and executive involvement.
With Enterprise Elite Service you get:
Designated Technical Support - Weekly remote sessions with an assigned representative,
as well as tailored upgrade planning and preparation
Enhanced Support - 24/7 support for critical tickets and 2x faster response for less severe

Yearly/Multi-Year
Engagement
Includes one two-day
on-site workshop

technical incidents
Designated Business Intelligence Consultant - Weekly consulting sessions with an assigned,
long-term consultant familiar with your specific deployment and needs
Tailored Consulting Services - On-site, tailored onboarding for new customers and three
two-day customized on-site workshops per year (onboarding included)

Elite Lite Service
Sisense’s Enterprise Elite Service is like having a designated
team of experts on hand to help us tackle the ‘hard stuff’
that often gets neglected. They know our architecture and speak
our language—this goes a long way to help us solve problems
and drive adoption on an ongoing basis.
Malinda Jepsen, Orion Advisor Services

A lightweight ongoing engagement to get organizations with complex BI deployments up and
running and delivering analytical results fast.
Elite Service is best suited for customers seeking to build a committed, on-going partnership for
success with a high level of internal involvement from your data and BI teams.
With Elite Lite Service you get:
Three-Month Quickstart (Months 1-3) - One tailored on-site onboarding or implementation
workshop and intensive remote consulting sessions weekly for first three months
Tailored Consulting Services (Months 4-12) - Biweekly consulting sessions with a designated,
long-term BI consultant familiar with your specific deployment and needs. Focused on ongoing,
proactive delivery to achieve your BI goals
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ONE-TIME ENGAGEMENTS
On-Site Jumpstart
Get up and running fast with tailored on-site onboarding. Your on-site BI Consultant will work with
Offering

Ideal For

At A Glance

Duration/Commitment

On-Site

New

Personalized on-site

Pre-workshop

Jumpstart

customers

onboarding for one
business use case
License-included
onboarding hours will

preparation
Three full on-site
workdays
Remote followup calls

roll over to
post-onboarding
consulting

your team to design and build the BI solution that’s right for your business needs. The On-Site
Jumpstart is a supplement to your license-included remote onboarding, allowing you to leverage
those hours after onboarding for continued acceleration of your business KPIs while maintaining,
and growing your internal BI best practices.
The On-Site Jumpstart package is designed for:
New customers to get up and running fast - Have a designated BI consultant on-site
and working closely with your team to deliver a complete BI app.
Highly focused and collaborative solution delivery - Leverage deep BI and Sisense

On-Site BI

Existing

Work with an expert BI

Implementation

customers

consultant to design and
build one end-to-end BI
use case

Pre-workshop
preparation
Three full on-site
workdays
Remote followup calls

knowledge in person and quickly ramp up teams to maintain solutions and grow
use cases in-house.
Meeting accelerated go-live deadlines with concentrated effort - Very quickly design
and deliver data models that power dashboards and BI apps that meet your main
business use case. Be ready for the future with initial scaling and growth plans.
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On-Site BI Implementation
Take on a new and complex analytics use case confidently by leveraging expert BI knowledge and
proven experience directly from a designated BI consultant. Work hands-on with a designated BI
consultant to learn, implement, and deliver a valuable BI solution that fits your specific needs,
fast.
The On-Site BI Implementation package is designed for:
Existing customers to expand into new BI use cases - Have a designated BI consultant
on-site and working closely with your team to deliver a complete BI solution.
Highly focused and collaborative solution delivery - Leverage deep BI and Sisense
knowledge in person and quickly expand your team’s knowledge to implement and
maintain new solutions in-house.
Expanding into new departments or markets with focused effort - Easily grow the
impact of BI on your business by effectively expanding into new parts of your company or
market segments in an informed way.
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ENABLEMENT WORKSHOPS
First-Line Support Workshop
Provide a seamless end-user analytics experience with an internal fully trained first-line support
Offering

Ideal For

At A Glance

Duration/Commitment

First Line

New and

Learn skills to support

Two full on-site

Support

existing
customers

and troubleshoot
common issues for your
end-users or OEM
customers

workdays

team. Enable the frontline team to help you maintain SLAs and answer low-severity issues with
common causes to remove any barriers for adoption and improve end-user engagement.
Your on-site Technical Support Consultant will work with you at all stages of preparing, planning,
and executing the workshop to ensure your teams are ready to quickly and effectively tackle
common challenges.

Up to 20 participants
First Line Support Workshops are designed for:
Dashboard

Existing

and Data

customers

Designer
Bootcamp

Learn to build and
maintain your own BI
solution using Sisense
Up to 20 participants
Dashboard designer only
option available

Three full on-site
workdays
Two full on-site
workdays for
dashboard
designer-only option

New and existing OEM customers - For OEM teams that need to maintain their own SLAs
or managing many low-severity support tickets.
Direct customers who want to maintain company-wide support in-house - Keep issues
completely internal and prioritize them according to your needs.
Everyone with critical Sisense systems to support and maintain - Easily grow the
impact of BI on your business by effectively expanding into new parts of your

Train the

Existing

Trainer

customers

Enable internal people to
onboard, train, and
support new dashboard
and data designers
Up to 6 participants
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One full on-site
workday

company or market segments in an informed way.

Dashboard and Data Designers Bootcamp

Train-the-Trainer Workshop

Empower analytics builders across the organization to build and maintain their own BI Solutions.

Enable your internal experts to train other builders across your organization. Your designated BI

Choose between Dashboard Boot Camp or Data Designers Boot Camp or combine both to

consultant will go beyond data and dashboard design to empower employees to educate and

provide hands-on training and drive self-authoring while removing bottlenecks.

share best practices to all your future designers and analysts. Get the tools, scripts, and
techniques to empower others.

With your designated BI consultant on hand to tailor and execute your workshop, your data
designers and BI analysts gain the knowledge and independence to deliver results from your data

Train-the-Trainer Workshops are designed for:

fast with best practices.
Businesses needing to train increasing numbers of designers - Whether you’re rolling out
Dashboard and Data Designer Bootcamps are designed for:

Sisense companywide or planning for accelerated growth, foster the in-house skills to make
sure everyone is well equipped for success.

Businesses looking to accelerate performance across many designers - Eliminate slowed

Extending best practices and skills after dashboard and data designer workshops - Grow

insights due to misalignment across a large number of deployment users.

your internal knowledge-base and ensure everyone always has the right resources to

Departments or teams that are new to BI analytics and dashboards - Get everyone up to

learn and grow.

speed and on the same page for continued expansion of analysis and dashboards across
your organization.
Businesses that want consistency in their BI implementation across designers,
analysts, and users - Create a united and consistent user experience regardless of who
builds models, creates analysis, or publishes dashboards.
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STRATEGY CONSULTING SERVICE

Need an industry expert to get your new analytics-driven business unit or revenue stream
launched? Sisense’s Strategy Consulting Service means having an industry-proven Chief Data
Officer (CDO) on demand. Your expert consultant becomes an extension of your leadership team
to create or accelerate projects leveraging data, analytics, and AI in optimal ways.

Offering

Ideal For

At A Glance

Duration/Commitment

Our Strategy Consulting team will activate a business innovation framework for your company,
unleashing the full potential of your combined data and domain expertise.

Premium

New and

Like having a

Three contract types

Strategy

existing
customers

CDO-on-demand to
scope, plan, and
accelerate new revenue
projects

depending on your
needs:
Three-month
Six-month
Multi-year

Consulting
Service

Designed for large
businesses seeking to
maximize ROI internally
or externally
Revenue-Driven
Business
Partnership

New and
existing
customers

Build your next
multi-million dollar
business line from the
ground up with expert
CDO-on-demand service
from Sisense.
This is an ongoing
shared-revenue
engagement geared
towards the long-term
success of your
company
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Optimized and proven outcomes include:
Multi-year roadmap - Carefully designed for your business model, capacity, and growth goals
Use-case assessment - Reality check on your market potential
Packaging and pricing - Differentiate yourself and market competitively
Recommended organizational structure - How to optimize your internal assets
Design-Thinking Guidelines - Improve your planning and execution with a systemic approach
to problem solving

Multiyear, ongoing
partnership

Business planning - Get help creating an iron-clad business model

ENGINEERING SERVICES
Our expert Sisense software engineers deliver solutions built with deep platform knowledge to
meet your precise business needs. Sisense Engineering Services offer professional and seamless
customizations and integrations of your deployment; allowing your teams to focus on business
optimization and driving revenue.
Engineering Services Include:
Product Extensions - The Sisense Marketplace is home to a variety of ready-to-use addons
offering advanced functionality beyond the core Sisense platform. Don’t see something you
need? We can build it for you.
Custom Solutions - Meet the requirements of your unique or complex use case with custom,
purpose-built solutions. Our software engineers will work with you to develop custom data
visualizations, advanced functionality, and tailored UIs.
System Integrations - Need to embed Sisense into your application? Create a seamless
end-user experience with embedding options, security integrations, and tailored web applications.
Advisory services - Elevate the technical competency of your own teams. Our technical experts
work with you to plan and deliver targeted best practice trainings that help you attain technical
self-sufficiency and long-term success.
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Tailored Services
Work with Sisense to create a tailor-made service package that will work for you. Pick from an
array of service topics from implementation to architecture to extension to create a custom
scope of work.

Ready to Accelerate Your BI with Sisense Services?
Start optimizing your business operations, delivering measurable results, and driving ROI at an
accelerated pace with complete professional services fit for your needs. Let us show you why
Sisense is ranked #1 by Gartner Peer insights Customer Choice 2018.

Get started by contacting your CSM or email:
paid_services@sisense.com
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